Photofusion Gallery Proposal

The Photofusion gallery is run by committee, which meets regularly to discuss proposals and programme upcoming shows. The panel are looking for proposals that meet Photofusion’s gallery manifesto, and are in line with our organisational values. Each proposal will be discussed and receive feedback from a member of the panel.

Please send completed proposals to jasmine@photofusion.org Proposals should be no more than 2 page PDF with accompanying images

Proposed Title:

Artist Details:
Who are the artists involved? Are you Photofusion members? Including 50 word artist bios

Overview:
Include potential dimensions, hanging methods and materials in addition to the concept of the work

Why now?
What would this show do for your practice?

Why us?
What do you hope Photofusion will bring?

What questions or conversations does it start? What events or programming could surround this show?

How would it happen?
What funds do you have available? Does the work already exist? How much do you estimate for production costs? Are you aiming to submit a funding application to Arts Council or other funding bodies?

Unfortunately, Photofusion is not able to pay artists for exhibiting in their space, though we endeavour to ensure that there are no direct costs to exhibiting artists.